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Introduction

The term “resilience” has a number of definitions, but in essence, it is a “positive, adaptive response in the face of significant adversity.”\(^3\) As discussed in previous work,\(^4\) Adverse Childhood Experiences (ACEs) of abuse, neglect, and household dysfunction have been linked to emotional, behavioral, and physical health problems later in life,\(^5\) in part due to structural and functional differences in the brain, particularly the part of the brain responsible for emotional regulation and self-control.\(^6\) Interrupting the negative impacts of ACEs’ excessive activation of the stress response system is important for reducing the harm associated with these events. As a result, much research has focused on determining what increases resilience and the mechanisms through which resilience has impact. While this research has identified a handful of factors that improve resilience, this essay focuses on the role of stable supportive relationships on resilience.

The Neurobiology of Stress and Resilience

The body’s response to stress is a very complex process. While an in-depth discussion of the neurobiological factors associated with the stress response and resilience to stressful events is beyond the scope of this paper, this section aims to provide a basic understanding of stress response and resilience. The body responds to stress by the activation of the sympathetic nervous system, which triggers the release of noradrenaline, resulting in a host of biological responses such as cardiovascular changes of increased heart rate and blood pressure.\(^7\) The Hypothalamus-pituitary-adrenal (HPA) axis plays a role in stress response through the release of hormones during an immediate threatening or stressful event.\(^8\)

Resilience is how the body mitigates the impacts of stress. Scientists have identified a complicated interplay between genes and brain circuitry that contribute to resilience. Genetic factors contribute to an individual’s response to stress, as genetic factors can influence how the nervous system reacts to stress.\(^9\) Genes impact the transportation of serotonin, which impacts the risk for depression when presented with stressful life events.\(^10\) Genes also impact the levels of enzymes, neuropeptides, and brain development growth factors, which can impact anxiety, reactivity, and the ability to learn.\(^11\)

Genes also impact the HPA axis.\(^12\) Resilience is associated with the brain’s ability to moderate and recover from these stress hormones, which allows the body to return to homeostasis.\(^13\) Differences in genetic make-up moderate the negative influences of stressful events through how the HPA axis reacts under stress.\(^14\) This management of stress is an example of resilience.
The Impact of Relationships on Resilience

According to the National Scientific Council on the Developing Child, a major source of resilience is “the availability of at least one stable, caring, and supportive relationship between a child and the important adults in his or her life.” Those who lack social support demonstrate heightened stress responses, including changes to the cardiovascular and neuroendocrine systems. High levels of strong relationships have been shown to have positive impacts on mental and physical health in many different samples of people of varying ages. There appears to be an interaction between social support and biology. For example, social support mitigates the impact of genetic variations that result in reactivity to stress. This means youth who have experienced stress may have fewer negative impacts from that stress as a result of their relationships with at least one supportive adult.

In listing the common factors that lead to resilience, the National Scientific Council on the Developing Child identifies “The availability of at least one stable, caring, and supportive relationship between a child and the important adults in his or her life” as the first factor. The report goes on to suggest that resilience is the result of relationships, noting that individual grit or some in-born characteristic is not responsible for resilience, but that relationships is what matters. This sentiment is echoed in the 60 Minutes report by Oprah Winfrey aired in March 2018, which talked about supportive relationships as being the difference between those that overcame trauma and those that did not.

The Need for “Guardian Angels”

Since 1680, the followers of the Lasallian model of education and care for youth, now practiced in 80 countries worldwide, have believed it is through fostering caring relationships and communities that a child is best educated in the school or social service environments. The Lasallian model is based upon the writings and teachings of Saint John Baptist de La Salle, a French priest and educational reformer in seventeenth-century France. As evidenced in his writings, Saint John Baptist de La Salle recognized the need for supportive relationships. The fifth and sixth Meditations in the Meditations for the Time of Retreat center on this very concept which instruct readers “That those chosen by Providence for the education of children must fulfill the functions of Guardian Angels for them and How the function of Guardian Angels is fulfilled in the education of youth.” De La Salle’s concept of education is inclusive of academic learning, social skills, and care for others.

The first point of the fifth Meditation discusses that children need to be formed and that this does not happen on its own but instead occurs over time through exposure to learning opportunities. The writings of Saint John Baptist de La Salle states children need “good guides and visible angels” to become contributing adults and that “God has provided teachers who will instruct them.” The second point expands on the education children need, indicating that it is not enough to teach them theoretical concepts, but practical applications and practice are needed. According to De La Salle, “for this they need visible angels, who by their instructions and good example will encourage them,” indicating that it is the role of the teacher to form relationships with students through providing a good, reliable example. The third point describes teachers as
“watchful guides” who help prevent youth from the dangers of the world and lead youth on a path “through all the dangers they meet in the world.”

The sixth Meditation begins with a discussion of how teachers should learn from God what and how to instruct students, making this goal a “main concern.” The second point continues to discuss the need for providing students with a practical example of how to live “a life worthy of God,” noting that it is not enough to just teach them about salvation, but instead how one lives is also important for achieving salvation. In the final point, De La Salle instructs teachers to inspire students to not “sadden the Holy Spirit,” to leave negative ways of life, and to “be gentle and have tenderness for one another.”

These are not the only times De La Salle discusses relationships with young people. The Meditation for the second Sunday after Easter, with its discussion of the shepherd, also extolls the virtue of a relationship between teacher and student and the teacher’s mission to know each child individually and meet them where they are at, to provide them with the education they need.23 *The Conduct of the Christian Schools,* while strict about over familiarity with students, also identified the teacher-student relationship as key to learning, and put particular focus on the need to embrace what he called the poor. De La Salle recognized there were those among us who were in particular need of guidance and additional support due to what they have experienced outside the classroom.

**Conclusion**

Research has indicated that relationships are an important part of resilience in young people. This resilience is key to being able to persevere in the face of difficulty. While Saint John Baptist de La Salle did not have the benefit of modern technology to examine the reasons why relationships are so important, he recognized the critical role teachers can play in the lives of youth. His writings demonstrate he wanted teachers to not just be educators, but instead act as guardian angels to youth to help them along their paths.

Trauma informed, relational care that builds resilience as well as academic, vocational, and social skills has been at the heart of Lasallian teaching and social service provision for over 300 years. Recent research has provided scientific support for the practical wisdom of generations of Lasallian educators, strengthening and legitimizing the Lasallian model of education and service provision.
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